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Enjoy this sweet romance by best-selling author, Taylor Hart.After leading the Destroyers through

their worst season in football history, Sam Dumont gets traded to the Miami Surfs, and to top it all

off, his estranged father has a heart attack.Now heâ€™s doing the last thing he ever thought he

would doâ€”going to Wolfe Creek, Utah. Maybe he knows he really does owe Roman Young a long

overdue apology, but honestly, heâ€™s mostly going because his shrink suggested it could help him

get rid of the tiny panic attack problem heâ€™s been having. Instead of a simple in and out apology,

he ends up with a fat lip, a baby shoved into his arms, and a bossy blond. As if thatâ€™s not enough

of a shock, he finds himself ensnared by her voice and the country music she loves. When Sam is

given an opportunity to get back the only woman whoâ€™s ever walked away, he has to make a

choiceâ€”lose everything heâ€™s worked forâ€¦or Just Play.This book also contains a sneak peak of

the best-selling new release Rescue Me: Park City Firefighter Romance.All of the Last Play Stories

are stand alone books. If you want them in order, they would go like this:Last PlayThe RookieJust

PlayA Player for ChristmasSecond StringThere is cross over with the characters in this romance

series and in The Country Groom (Part of the Bachelor Billionaire Romances) and in The Unfinished

Groom (Part of the Bachelor Billionaire Romances).
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My favorite of the trilogy! Don't get me wrong, I loved Roman and Katie (Bonus: We get to see some

of their HEA too!), but I also loved how Taylor Hart took someone we should hate for hurting the

hero of the first book in the trilogy and made us fall in love with him. I know I've had moments where

I made hard choices and wasn't always sure they were right. Seeing Sam work through those and

become a better man was not only engrossing, it was relatable. Watching him fall in love with the

baby was also adorable, funny, and sometimes sticky and messy.Another great story exploring not

only romance, but the way we have to work through our own issues in order to be in a healthy and

successful relationship! Looking forward to future books :)

OK, a comment on all 3 Last Play books. All were well written with captivating characters, but each

was marketed with a football them that was weakly followed up on. In fact it wasn't until the third

book that a football game was really dealt with in a book at all. I like Christian book, romantic

suspense is fine, but I felt a little cheated that a book portrayed as sports romantic had so little sport

in it. That said the books were still good, worth the read.

I have read the three books of this series in rapid succession. I enjoyed them all equally. I would

recommend to others to read them with a little time between so the similarities between the stories

don't stand out so much. I still loved all three.

I am completely addicted to these books. They are fun and entertaining. I am ready to read the next.

Taylor may be one of my new favorites

This was an easy read it move smoothly and just left you with a good feeling. We should all learn to

"just play"

Taylor Hart always has wonderful books to read. This one is included as a favorite.

good book



Ugghhhh!!!!! I've been dreading writing this review but I have an issue with reading and NOT

reviewing so it must be done! The reason I'm dreading it is because usually when I leave 3 or less

stars, it's because a book just truly sucked. I HATE putting this one in the suck category because

there were some really great things about it and I really enjoyed the first two (both 4 stars by the

way) but this one just can't pull them off. Be aware of SPOILERS from this point on!!!!!!!!! Okay, so I

really liked Sam and the way his character develops from what we knew of him in previous books to

what we learned in this book to what we saw him become. His personality was adorable and I was

really rooting for him from beginning to end. Tiffany' s character was also very likable. Maybe my

favorite character so far in this series...I don't know. Ms. Hart created some cute characters in all of

these books so hard to say for certain. Okay so here's my problem:1. My husband is an amazing

father to our four children but even after 8 years of fatherhood, he still struggles with knowing how to

take care of a baby without help. Here we have a bachelor who has NEVER been around children

(as far as we can tell) and knows nothing about babies and he seriously is like a gold medal father

by the first day! He's changing poop diapers without a complaint (come on! Never heard of ANY

man that good) and he's got her feedings down, waking up In the middle of the night, nap times, all

of it as if he's been doing it his whole life. Okay, so I just mentally inserted a bit of chaos when I read

a lot of those parts to give it some believability for me so I could continue but then comes problem

number......2. He falls in love with a woman in a few days and it's supposed to be the real thing? It

could be, I'll concede that BUT he thought that with Sheena to realize he is a fool with his heart and

needs to be cautious but he never is. Tiffany is different than the girls he is used to, but then she's

the first girl he's known who is not a groupie/fan girl. But now I take that back because right at the

moment it becomes good conversation, she suddenly thinks he's the best player and her dad was a

fan. There were way too many cheesy conversational opportunities that went too far to maintain

believability. I'm good with cheesy, I like cheesy. Extra cheese please, I'm happy. But only when it

fits in well and doesn't make me feel the characters are fake and wishy washy. The next major issue

was...3. As I said, I enjoyed the first two books but this issue does involve them. Does it seem to

anyone else like the author wrote the same story 3 times using different characters? Tell me which

of these 3 books I am referring to here in the following scenario: girl is from small town. Girl has

dreams and aspirations. Girl has suffered a big loss in her life. Boy plays football. Boy has big

dream of being great in football. Boy suffers loss in his life. Circumstances bring famous football boy

to small town in Utah. Boy meets girl. Girl is different than any other girl boy has ever met. Boy loves

girl. Boy and girl both have exes who make them hesitant about pursuing relationship. Boy and girl



are in love so decide to try anyways. Boy "accidentally" sees girl with ex. Girl "accidentally" sees

boy with ex. Boy and girl learn to overcome their struggle and come to realize that they are meant to

be together. Happy ever after! So...which book was I talking about? Anyone? You guessed it! That

was exactly what happened in ALL THREE of these books! Lastly,4. And this is a HUGE SPOILER

so please stop here if you don't wanna know. The proposal was just ridiculous! I mean Tom Brady

and Giselle are way bigger than we could even pretend this football and up and coming starlet

would ever be and yet that is not something that could ever happen even with them! It was beyond

the level of believability and creating a mega vortex of ridiculous. I stopped reading like 4 times just

in the last couple of pages just so I could UN-mush-ify my brain. It was turning into a mashed potato

consistency.(Deep sigh) this just sucks. Not just the book but the fact that i really wish I could give it

more than the two stars it struggled to earn. On a strangely different note, still read it. The first two

books were great and maybe had I not read them, I would have liked this one more. I am going to

continue reading the series because I do like the characters and I hope there is at least a little

deviation from this repetitive plotline. Hope you all read it and enjoy it more than me!!
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